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Balas Ke: "niosongai@unsrat.ac.id" <niosongai@unsrat.ac.id>
Kepada: Editorial Office ISISnet <meditorbr@yahoo.co.uk>, Editorial Office ISISnet <editor_isisnet@yahoo.co.uk>

Dear Dr. Z.H. Malik (Editor in Chief of Bioscience Research),

I would like to submit the manuscript entitled “Shoot elongation rate in North Sulawesi local rice (Oryza sativa L.)
under flooding and drought stress at the vegetative phase was different from the reproductive phase” by
Song Ai Nio, Ratna Siahaan and Daniel Peter Mantilen Ludong.

 

Please find the cover letter and the manuscript in the attachment. I hope you are willing to consider this manuscript
for publishing in the Bioscience Research as research article.

 

Thank you for your attention and I’m looking forward to hearing from you soon.

 

Best regards,

Song Ai Nio
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Editorial Office ISISnet <meditorbr@yahoo.co.uk> 20 Juni 2018 02.42
Kepada: "niosongai@unsrat.ac.id" <niosongai@unsrat.ac.id>

Dear Sir/Madam

Thanks a lot submitting article for Bioscience Research. Tracking ID for your article is BR18-265 and please must
mention this reference ID in all future correspondences.

Your paper is being given full consideration and is in review process now.

Kindly download the attached form for suggesting willing reviewers for your paper. Please return the form within 24
hours.  

 

Optional Fast Track Processing choice

Our editorial team is committed in processing submitted papers in shortest possible time and we try to convey first
decision in 2-3 weeks and try to finalize publishing in 2-3 months’ time. From 2018 we have launched "Fast Track
Processing " option for authors in which all process i.e. peer review, revision, proof reading and  publishing is
completed in just 35 days (from submission to publishing). Article processing charges for Fast Track Processing
are flat 300 $ for papers of any page length. Fee is only payable if the paper is accepted after peer review. If you
are willing that your paper be given top priority for processing and publishing through Fast Track Processing and
agree to pay the 300 $ fee, please inform us by reply email. 

Best Regards
Managing Editor
Bioscience Research (pISSN: 1811-9506 eISSN 2218-3973)
website: www.isisn.org
Editorial Office
ISISnet.

On Monday, 18 June 2018, 13:43:49 GMT+5, niosongai@unsrat.ac.id <niosongai@unsrat.ac.id> wrote:

Dear Dr. Z.H. Malik (Editor in Chief of Bioscience Research),

I would like to submit the manuscript entitled “Shoot elongation rate in North Sulawesi local rice (Oryza sativa L.)
under flooding and drought stress at the vegetative phase was different from the reproductive phase” by
Song Ai Nio, Ratna Siahaan and Daniel Peter Mantilen Ludong.

 

Please find the cover letter and the manuscript in the attachment. I hope you are willing to consider this manuscript
for publishing in the Bioscience Research as research article.

 

Thank you for your attention and I’m looking forward to hearing from you soon.
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Best regards,

Song Ai Nio
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niosongai@unsrat.ac.id <niosongai@unsrat.ac.id> 20 Juni 2018 22.01
Balas Ke: "niosongai@unsrat.ac.id" <niosongai@unsrat.ac.id>
Kepada: Editorial Office ISISnet <meditorbr@yahoo.co.uk>

Dear Managing Editor of Bioscience Research,
Please find the attached reviewer form for manuscript BR 18-265.
If you need more information regarding with this manuscript, please don"t hesitate to contact me.
Thank you for your attention and I'm looking forward to hearing from you soon.

Kind regards,
Song Ai Nio

[Kutipan teks disembunyikan]

Rev form info_SongAiNio 2018.docx 
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Acceptance and payment of processing charges of BR18-265 

Dr. z.h. Malik <editor_isisnet@yahoo.co.uk> 8 Juli 2018 22.46
Kepada: "niosongai@unsrat.ac.id" <niosongai@unsrat.ac.id>

 

Respectable author(s),

The peer review process has been completed and reviewers endorsed your article for
publication. I am pleased to inform you that your submission with Article Tracking ID BR18-265
has been provisionally (subjected to minor revision and payment of fee) accepted for
publication in Bioscience Research. Peer review report will be provided on later stage.

 

Page charges are assessed for all kinds of articles to help defray publication costs. For further
processing of your paper and inclusion in the coming issue, kindly send the publication cost
(within 03 working days, you may take more time as per your ease. Do inform editorial office for
any delay) using following information

Name of Receiver:    

First Name:  Tahir Last Name:  Taj Deen

City:                            Faisalabad

Country:                    Pakistan

Phone:                        +92412694723           

 

Through WESTERN UNION money transfer service and send us MTCN code no and Name of
sender along with scanned copy of the receipt by reply email.

 

Total payable amount for your article is US$ 170 /-. (PKR 21420)

Payment details are

 

Payment details Payment

Publication cost up to 05 pages 130

Extra page charges ( 04pages) @ US$ 10/page                40

Total US$ /- 170
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Total in Pak Rupees 21420

Note: You will be provided with a PDF of your papers for unlimited off prints 

Waiting for your reply 
Best Regards 

Dr. Z.P. Malik 
CE-ISISnet
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Acceptance and payment of processing charges of BR18-265 

niosongai@unsrat.ac.id <niosongai@unsrat.ac.id> 9 Juli 2018 11.06
Balas Ke: "niosongai@unsrat.ac.id" <niosongai@unsrat.ac.id>
Kepada: "Dr. z.h. Malik" <editor_isisnet@yahoo.co.uk>

Dear Dr. Z.H. Malik,
I would like to inform you that I paid the publication cost for Article Tracking ID BR18-265 (US$
170).
Please find the scanned of payment proof in the attachment. 
MTCN code is 3909038399 and the name of sender is NIO SONG AI. 
Thank you for your attention and I'm looking forward to hearing form you soon.

Kind regards,
Nio Song Ai

[Kutipan teks disembunyikan]
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Nio Song Ai <niosongai@unsrat.ac.id>

Acceptance and payment of processing charges of BR18-265 

Dr. z.h. Malik <editor_isisnet@yahoo.co.uk> 9 Juli 2018 18.05
Kepada: "niosongai@unsrat.ac.id" <niosongai@unsrat.ac.id>

Thanks i will inform you after receiving the payment 

Waiting for your reply 
Best Regards 

Dr. Z.P. Malik 
CE-ISISnet

[Kutipan teks disembunyikan]
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Editorial Office ISISnet <meditorbr@yahoo.co.uk> 10 Juli 2018 02.52
Kepada: "niosongai@unsrat.ac.id" <niosongai@unsrat.ac.id>

Acknowledgement for receipt of Article Processing Charges

Dear Author(s)      

Greetings         

This email is to acknowledge the receipt of Article Processing Charges for your paper.

Now your manuscript has been forwarded to Revision/editorial section. Your submission is now
just two steps away from final publication that normally takes 02-04 weeks.

Step # 1: Revision as per reviewer comments

In case of Major Revision, Editorial Office will send you reviewer comments along with reviewed
copy of your submission for revision of manuscript. Depending upon response by authors and
revision required, this process is normally completed in 1-2 weeks.

Note: In case your manuscript is accepted with Minor Revision/As in its form, Editorial Office
will directly send you formatted Galley Proof for corrections and approval.

Step # 2: Proof checking and approval

After successful revision by authors, manuscript will be forwarded to Galley Proof Section for
formatting as per journal style and international Academic publishing standards. Finally Galley
Proof of your paper will be sent to you for final checking/corrections and approval (1-2 weeks’
time).

Note: Please avoid unnecessary correspondence as it may delay the editorial process.

 

Best Regards
Managing Editor
Bioscience Research (pISSN: 1811-9506 eISSN 2218-3973)
website: www.isisn.org
Editorial Office
ISISnet.

[Kutipan teks disembunyikan]

http://www.isisn.org/
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Uncorrected Proof of articleBR18-265urgent response needed) 

Dr. z.h. Malik <editor_isisnet@yahoo.co.uk> 20 Juli 2018 17.14
Kepada: "niosongai@unsrat.ac.id" <niosongai@unsrat.ac.id>

Dear Author(s),

Please find attached proof of your paper.  Kindly go through it keenly and point out any mistakes (in red font
color). For your help a checklist is given below. After this stage author (s) will be responsible for any mistake in the
final manuscript. Editorial Office has incorporated corrections/suggestions by reviewers, therefore such changes
should be just noted and accepted. Kindly send line-to-line corrections if any. Author (s) is (are) solely responsible
for authenticity of cited literature and originality of data being reported. Editorial office will not be responsible for
any plagiarism.

Note: Please do not change the journal style and formatting otherwise 2nd round of proof checking will
cause a delay in paper publishing process.

 

Checklist                                              

1. Correct/respond to text in red font color
2. Provide full names of all authors if already not provided. Otherwise check the author names and

affiliations.
3. Provide a running title if not already provided.
4. Check for any spelling mistakes,
5. Check for any deletion during editing or shifting of paragraphs on wrong place etc.        
6. Check that all figures and tables are cited in text and also provide in paper.
7. Cross check all references cited in text that all are present in list and vise versa.
8. If the references in list are not according to format of journal provided in author guidelines at our website

(www.isisn.org), send the reference list as per journal style as MS word file 
9. Check that all scientific names are in italic format

10. Any other mistake to be corrected before publication.

 

Kindly send the corrections or nil report within 48 hours 

Waiting for your reply 
Best Regards 

Dr. Z.P. Malik 
CE-ISISnet
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Uncorrected Proof of articleBR18-265urgent response needed) 

niosongai@unsrat.ac.id <niosongai@unsrat.ac.id> 21 Juli 2018 08.17
Balas Ke: "niosongai@unsrat.ac.id" <niosongai@unsrat.ac.id>
Kepada: "Dr. z.h. Malik" <editor_isisnet@yahoo.co.uk>

Dear Dr. Z.P. Malik (CE-ISISnet Editor),

I checked the uncorrected proof of article BR18-265 and I have some corrections as below:

1.       Page 1

a.       Title: Oryza sativa should be in italic

Shoot elongation rate in North Sulawesi local rice (Oryza sativa L.) under flooding and drought stress at the
vegetative phase was different from the reproductive phase

b.      INTRODUCTION in column 2: Molucca should be Moluccas

 

2.       Page 3

a.       METHOD in column 1:  Excell should be Excel (…Microsoft Excell 2013…)

b.      RESULTS in column 2: et al. is not followed by comma (... Hoogenboom et al.,)

c.       RESULTS in column 2: recieved should be received (…. recieved received only rainfall…)

 

3.       Page 4

a.       Figures 1 & 2 were resized to be similar size.

b.      Caption of Figure 1: …. watering 100% field capacity … should be … watering until 100% field capacity…

 

4.       Page 6

a. Some references were moved to the next column.

 

b. The reference of Nio SA, Ludong DPM, Wade LJ 2018 was completed

(Nio, S.A., Ludong DPM, Wade LJ, 2018. Comparison of leaf osmotic adjustment expression in wheat (Triticum
aestivum L.) under water deficit between the whole plant and tissue levels. Agriculture and Natural Resources 52
(1): 33-38. https://doi.org /10.1016/j.anres.2018.03.003.)

 

Please find the revised version of the uncorrected proof of this article in the attachment.

Thank you for your attention and I’m looking forward to hearing from you soon.

 

Best regards,

Song Ai Nio

[Kutipan teks disembunyikan]

https://doi.org/
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Uncorrected Proof of articleBR18-265urgent response needed) 

niosongai@unsrat.ac.id <niosongai@unsrat.ac.id> 25 Agustus 2018 16.32
Balas Ke: "niosongai@unsrat.ac.id" <niosongai@unsrat.ac.id>
Kepada: "Dr. z.h. Malik" <editor_isisnet@yahoo.co.uk>

Dear Dr. Z.P. Malik (CE-ISISnet Editor),
I was wondering when this article BR 18-265 will be online published?
Please let me know if there is still any required revision for this article.

Thank you for your attention and I'm looking forward to hearing from you
soon.

Kind regards,
Song Ai Nio
Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android
[Kutipan teks disembunyikan]

https://overview.mail.yahoo.com/mobile/?.src=Android
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1713-1718-15(3)2018 BR-265 

Editorial Office ISISnet <meditorbr@yahoo.co.uk> 22 September 2018 02.25
Kepada: "niosongai@unsrat.ac.id" <niosongai@unsrat.ac.id>, Editorial Office ISISnet <editor_isisnet@yahoo.co.uk>,
Editorial Office ISISnet <meditorbr@yahoo.co.uk>

Dear Author (s),

Congratulations!

Please find attached PDF of your paper published in the Bioscience Research. The PDF of article is for unlimited
off prints of your paper for your personal use. The paper is also available online at www.isisn.org Please send the
PDF of your paper to all the scientists in the research field and try to circulate it as much as possible. High citations
of your paper will defiantly improve your as well as journal Impact Factor.

We are thankful to you for choosing our journal for publishing your innovative research findings. I hope that in
future you will continue publishing your quality research findings with us.

Note: As journal is being considered for inclusion in ISI science citation index and several other databases, try to
circulate your paper to maximum researchers working in this research area. You may send the PDF of your paper
to all contacts in your email that will increase the chance of its citation. You must add your paper to your profile at
Research gate, Medley, linkedin, Scopus, Google Scholar LinkedIn etc.

You can promote your paper by making a social media complain by sharing the information and link of paper on
Facebook, twitter and Whatsapp etc.

Website is being updated please wait for update

Best Regards
Managing Editor
Bioscience Research (pISSN: 1811-9506 eISSN 2218-3973)
website: www.isisn.org
Editorial Office
ISISnet.
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1713-1718-15(3)2018 BR-265 

niosongai@unsrat.ac.id <niosongai@unsrat.ac.id> 22 September 2018 16.13
Balas Ke: "niosongai@unsrat.ac.id" <niosongai@unsrat.ac.id>
Kepada: Editorial Office ISISnet <meditorbr@yahoo.co.uk>

Dear Managing Editor of Bioscience Research,
Thank you for your update information.

Kind regards,
Song Ai Nio 

Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android
[Kutipan teks disembunyikan]

https://overview.mail.yahoo.com/mobile/?.src=Android
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1713-1718-15(3)2018 BR-265 

niosongai@unsrat.ac.id <niosongai@unsrat.ac.id> 22 September 2018 17.28
Balas Ke: "niosongai@unsrat.ac.id" <niosongai@unsrat.ac.id>
Kepada: Editorial Office ISISnet <meditorbr@yahoo.co.uk>

Dear Managing Editor,

I just checked the PDF file of my published article. I just aware that I forgot to put the running title (still in red colour).

I was wondering whether it is still possible to add the running title before online publishing in the website? If it is still
possible, I ask your favor to add the following running title ----Shoot elongation in rice under drought and flooding---.

Thank you for your attention and I'm looking forward to hearing from you soon. I'm very sorry about this
inconvenience.

Kind regards,
Song Ai Nio 

Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android

[Kutipan teks disembunyikan]

https://overview.mail.yahoo.com/mobile/?.src=Android
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1713-1718-15(3)2018 BR-265 

niosongai@unsrat.ac.id <niosongai@unsrat.ac.id> 23 September 2018 10.06
Balas Ke: "niosongai@unsrat.ac.id" <niosongai@unsrat.ac.id>
Kepada: Editorial Office ISISnet <meditorbr@yahoo.co.uk>

Dear Managing Editor of Bioscience Research,

Thank you for your information that my paper (1713-1718-15(3)2018 BR-265) is accepted to be published in
Bioscience Research Journal. I am very sorry to tell you that I found the running title has not provided (still in red
color) when I checked the PDF file you sent by email.

Can I ask your favor to add the running title before online publishing this article in the website? The running title that
should be added is ==Shoot elongation in rice under drought and flooding==.

Would you mind helping me to add this running title for this article?

I’m very sorry about this inconvenience. Thank you for your attention and I’m looking forward to hearing from you
soon.

 

Kind regards,

Song Ai Nio

[Kutipan teks disembunyikan]

Virus-free. www.avg.com
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1713-1718-15(3)2018 BR-265 

niosongai@unsrat.ac.id <niosongai@unsrat.ac.id> 25 September 2018 15.07
Balas Ke: "niosongai@unsrat.ac.id" <niosongai@unsrat.ac.id>
Kepada: Editorial Office ISISnet <meditorbr@yahoo.co.uk>

Dear Managing Editor of Bioscience Research,

Thank you for your information that my paper (1713-1718-15(3)2018 BR-265) is accepted to be published in
Bioscience Research Journal. I am very sorry to tell you that I found the running title has not provided (still in red
color) when I checked the PDF file you sent by email.

Can I ask your favor to add the running title before online publishing this article in the website? The running title that
should be added is ==Shoot elongation in rice under drought and flooding==.

Would you mind helping me to add this running title for this article?

I’m very sorry about this inconvenience. Thank you for your attention and I’m looking forward to hearing from you
soon.

 

Kind regards,

Song Ai Nio

On Saturday, September 22, 2018, 2:25:37 AM GMT+8, Editorial Office ISISnet <meditorbr@yahoo.co.uk> wrote:

[Kutipan teks disembunyikan]
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Nio Song Ai <niosongai@unsrat.ac.id>

ask favor to add running title of paper 1713-1718-15(3)2018 BR-265 

niosongai@unsrat.ac.id <niosongai@unsrat.ac.id> 28 September 2018 16.33
Balas Ke: "niosongai@unsrat.ac.id" <niosongai@unsrat.ac.id>
Kepada: Editorial Office ISISnet <meditorbr@yahoo.co.uk>
Cc: "Dr. z.h. Malik" <editor_isisnet@yahoo.co.uk>

Dear Managing Editor of Bioscience Research,

Thank you for your information that my paper (1713-1718-15(3)2018 BR-265) is accepted to be published in
Bioscience Research Journal. I am very sorry to tell you that I found the running title has not provided (still in red
color) when I checked the PDF file you sent by email.

Can I ask your favor to add the running title before online publishing this article in the website? The running title that
should be added is ==Shoot elongation in rice under drought and flooding==.

Would you mind helping me to add this running title for this article?

I’m very sorry about this inconvenience. Thank you for your attention and I’m looking forward to hearing from you
soon.

 

Kind regards,

Song Ai Nio
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Nio Song Ai <niosongai@unsrat.ac.id>

ask favor to add running title of paper 1713-1718-15(3)2018 BR-265 

Editorial Office ISISnet <meditorbr@yahoo.co.uk> 8 Oktober 2018 01.25
Kepada: "niosongai@unsrat.ac.id" <niosongai@unsrat.ac.id>

file attached

Best Regards
Managing Editor
Bioscience Research (pISSN: 1811-9506 eISSN 2218-3973)
website: www.isisn.org
Editorial Office
ISISnet.
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ask favor to add running title of paper 1713-1718-15(3)2018 BR-265 

niosongai@unsrat.ac.id <niosongai@unsrat.ac.id> 8 Oktober 2018 04.19
Balas Ke: "niosongai@unsrat.ac.id" <niosongai@unsrat.ac.id>
Kepada: Editorial Office ISISnet <meditorbr@yahoo.co.uk>

Dear Managing Editor of Bioscience Research,
Thank you very much for your help.

Best regards,
Nio Song Ai. 

Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android
[Kutipan teks disembunyikan]
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ask favor to add running title of paper 1713-1718-15(3)2018 BR-265 

niosongai@unsrat.ac.id <niosongai@unsrat.ac.id> 27 Oktober 2018 07.36
Balas Ke: "niosongai@unsrat.ac.id" <niosongai@unsrat.ac.id>
Kepada: Editorial Office ISISnet <meditorbr@yahoo.co.uk>

Dear Managing Editor of Bioscience Research,
Thank you for online publishing my article in Bioscience Research 15(3)2018. Unfortunately, the full-text PDF  is not
available to be downloaded.
Would you mind helping us to solve this problem?
Thank you for your attention and I'm looking forward to hearing from you soon.

Best regards,
Song Ai Nio 

Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android

On Mon, Oct 8, 2018 at 4:19, niosongai@unsrat.ac.id
<niosongai@unsrat.ac.id> wrote:
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niosongai@unsrat.ac.id <niosongai@unsrat.ac.id> 30 Oktober 2018 21.17
Balas Ke: "niosongai@unsrat.ac.id" <niosongai@unsrat.ac.id>
Kepada: Editorial Office ISISnet <meditorbr@yahoo.co.uk>, "Dr. z.h. Malik" <editor_isisnet@yahoo.co.uk>

Dear Managing Editor of Bioscience Research,

 

I would like to inform you that the full-text PDF  of my article BR15(3)2018/1712-1717 BR265-1  is not available to
be downloaded in the server.

 When I tried to download.  it was written on the screen:

The requested URL/BR15(3)2018/1712-1717-15(3)2018BR-265.pdf was not found on this server.

Additionally, a 404 Not Found error was encountered while trying to use an Error Document to handle the
request.

 

Would you mind helping us to solve this problem? I need the access link to this article  for my annual work report to
my institution at the moment.

 
Thank you for your attention and I'm looking forward to hearing from you soon.

Kind regards,
Song Ai Nio

Virus-free. www.avg.com

Editorial Office ISISnet <meditorbr@yahoo.co.uk> 31 Oktober 2018 00.39
Kepada: "niosongai@unsrat.ac.id" <niosongai@unsrat.ac.id>

Dear author
please check the website problem is resolved 

Best Regards
Managing Editor
Bioscience Research (pISSN: 1811-9506 eISSN 2218-3973)
website: www.isisn.org
Editorial Office
ISISnet.
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Balas Ke: "niosongai@unsrat.ac.id" <niosongai@unsrat.ac.id>
Kepada: Editorial Office ISISnet <meditorbr@yahoo.co.uk>

Dear Managing Editor,
Thank you very much for your assistance.

Best regards,
Song Ai Nio 

Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android
[Kutipan teks disembunyikan]
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your paper has been published in 3rd issue and is online 

Editorial Office ISISnet <meditorbr@yahoo.co.uk> 15 November 2018 01.32
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<sittileomo@yahoo.com>, "tresjia_junus@yahoo.com" <tresjia_junus@yahoo.com>, "moneruzzaman@unisza.edu.my"
<moneruzzaman@unisza.edu.my>, "aaboueisha@hotmail.com" <aaboueisha@hotmail.com>,
"zinahashem4@gmail.com" <zinahashem4@gmail.com>, "msgaballa54@yahoo.com" <msgaballa54@yahoo.com>,
"wanihadi@ub.ac.id" <wanihadi@ub.ac.id>, "khaledrheem75@gmail.com" <khaledrheem75@gmail.com>,
"hmekky335@gmail.com" <hmekky335@gmail.com>, "elnashartynrc@gmail.com" <elnashartynrc@gmail.com>,
"dinaabogoda4@gmail.com" <dinaabogoda4@gmail.com>, "mgesraha@gmail.com" <mgesraha@gmail.com>,
"alfiahayati64@yahoo.com" <alfiahayati64@yahoo.com>, "mansourhani2011@gmail.com"
<mansourhani2011@gmail.com>, "moniermorad@yahoo.com" <moniermorad@yahoo.com>, "handayanto@ub.ac.id"
<handayanto@ub.ac.id>, "niosongai@unsrat.ac.id" <niosongai@unsrat.ac.id>, "amira.khames@agr.dmu.edu.eg"
<amira.khames@agr.dmu.edu.eg>, "halim_haliwu_lim73@yahoo.co.id" <halim_haliwu_lim73@yahoo.co.id>,
"kobkaew@kku.ac.th" <kobkaew@kku.ac.th>, "amelani@yahoo.com" <amelani@yahoo.com>, "ratusafitrie@yahoo.com"
<ratusafitrie@yahoo.com>, fatmaali611@yahoo.com, "alip.jun1@gmail.com" <alip.jun1@gmail.com>,
"munozrengifojuliocesar@gmail.com" <munozrengifojuliocesar@gmail.com>, "Tamer.i.aboelyazed@gmail.com"
<Tamer.i.aboelyazed@gmail.com>, "melkholy2000@yahoo.com" <melkholy2000@yahoo.com>,
"tamermosa200@yahoo.com" <tamermosa200@yahoo.com>, "hebamady686@yahoo.com"
<hebamady686@yahoo.com>, "rinibptpjatim@gmail.com" <rinibptpjatim@gmail.com>, "tahir@polinela.ac.id"
<tahir@polinela.ac.id>, "ahmedadel35@yahoo.com" <ahmedadel35@yahoo.com>, "dalia_8383@hotmail.com"
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"hadymnrc60@gmail.com" <hadymnrc60@gmail.com>, "light_system@hotmail.com" <light_system@hotmail.com>,
"ahyfaza@gmail.com" <ahyfaza@gmail.com>, "hfzahran@gmail.com" <hfzahran@gmail.com>,
"halaabdelrahman1985@gmail.com" <halaabdelrahman1985@gmail.com>, "dr.zainabsh7@gmail.com"
<dr.zainabsh7@gmail.com>, "Smousallamy@gmail.com" <Smousallamy@gmail.com>, "yasser1967@yahoo.com"
<yasser1967@yahoo.com>, "fahida1619@gmail.com" <fahida1619@gmail.com>, "suthipng@kku.ac.th"
<suthipng@kku.ac.th>, "elmoslamygroup@yahoo.com" <elmoslamygroup@yahoo.com>, "al.adiredjo@ub.ac.id"
<al.adiredjo@ub.ac.id>, "wirdhabioits@gmail.com" <wirdhabioits@gmail.com>, "agric.flax2018@gmail.com"
<agric.flax2018@gmail.com>, "Sadikmohanad@yahoo.com" <Sadikmohanad@yahoo.com>, "rehamfd@gmail.com"
<rehamfd@gmail.com>

Dear Author (s),

Congratulations!

your paper has been published in 3rd issue and is online 

Congratulations!

The paper is also available online at www.isisn.org 
direct page link is Bioscience Research 10(1) 2013 Please send the PDF of your paper to all the scientists in the
research field and try to circulate it as much as possible. High citations of your paper will defiantly improve your as
well as journal Impact Factor.
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Bioscience Research 10(1) 2013

We are thankful to you for choosing our journal for publishing your innovative research findings. I hope that in
future you will continue publishing your quality research findings with us.

Note: As journal is being considered for inclusion in ISI science citation index and several other databases, try to
circulate your paper to maximum researchers working in this research area. You may send the PDF of your paper
to all contacts in your email that will increase the chance of its citation. You must add your paper to your profile at
Research gate, Medley, linkedin, Scopus, Google Scholar LinkedIn etc.

You can promote your paper by making a social media complain by sharing the information and link of paper on
Facebook, twitter and Whatsapp etc.

Website is being updated please wait for update

Best Regards
Managing Editor
Bioscience Research (pISSN: 1811-9506 eISSN 2218-3973)
website: www.isisn.org
Editorial Office
ISISnet.
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